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11337 Track Roller Guide
14-3/4” Long

1012 - Passenger Side 
This end 

attaches to Glass 
Frame 1447

11337 Track Roller Guide
14-3/4” Long

This end 
attaches to Glass 
Frame 1447 1011 - Driver Side 

Also Available are new Glass Metal Channels, Roller Guides, Front & Quarter Window Frames.  
Front window frames for HT and Conv. #1447 (either side) quarter window frames #12370 for 
Hardtops (pair) and #12371 (pair) for Convertibles. There are more than one version of the metal 
channels made. We offer the bolt on Roller Guide - 11337 (1 per door). On another version the 
roller guides were welded direct to the bottom of the channel. Be sure to check which style you 
have. See 13292 Chevy BODY ADJUSTMENT GUIDE it will help you align your windows. 
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The Glass Setting Channel is an absolute must when installing 
glass (1 set per Vehicle). With this important part, glass can be 
safely and securely pressure fitted into the Glass Setting Channel 
(1011 Driver - 1012 Passenger See Below). When installed 
(Diagram 1) the flap will extend out and over the regulator to help 
shield it from water. The long U shaped rubber channel included is 
installed (Diagram 2) on the edge of the glass, then the Chrome 
Window Frame (1447 - 2 per car) is pushed down over the seal. Window Frame (1447 - 2 per car) is pushed down over the seal. 
The U shaped seal will also do the rear quarter windows. In the 
corner a V may need to be cut to let it push up into the corner of 
the window frame.      

1. Clean the lower edges of the glass and the metal channels that the glass set into. Be certain that the channels are 
free of rust and moisture. If channels need replacing see chart below.
2. Your glass setting channel set has 5ft of rubber with a flap and 20ft U channel rubber. Measure the lengths of your 
metal channels or window frames and cut accordingly, remember “Measure Twice, Cut Once”.
3. When assembling the rubber and glass into the metal channels. use 036 - 3M Weatherstrip Adhesive to fasten the 
parts together. The adhesive will aid in preventing moisture from getting down into the metal channel.
44 The Original Rubber Channels had “vee” cuts in the flaps, you can make identical cuts in your rubber (Diagram 3). 
This is not necessary to do unless you want it to be as the Factory Did.   
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